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I get a similar feeling when I keep putting off a task I hate doing!
Happy Easter!
I wish I could say I am sworn off
chocolate forever...but that
would be a lie!
5 tips to make you feel more
prepared for your home organising
session!
1. Start small - one cupboard at a time; you will
feel FABULOUS on completion rather than trying
to tackle a whole room and not being able to
finish!

2.Have all your tools at hand before you start,
otherwise having to go off and look for a label,
kills time and can distract you.

3.Go through items as you pull them out and
group like items together. Don't worry over items
that you are unsure of, use the 'I'm not sure pile'.
Get through the rest of your items and come back
to it.

4. Clean out the space and put things back.

5.Work as quickly as you can; items out, divided
and put back - that's the main goal. Sorting small
items into type is a session for another day. You
want to have the space organised -the fine tuning
can come afterwards.

6.Donate as soon as possible. Some charities
collect - give your charity of choice a call and find
out.

Book an organising session

I get my underwear organising boxes
here to keep my smalls drawer nice and
tidy.
If you need sturdy storage boxes, I always
suggest clear plastic so you avoid
attracting cockroaches and you can see
inside them. I get mine here.

Happy organising!
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